
 

Mounter combination ladder
✓ Professional use

For intensive, professional use
Lightweight I-profile
Bigger standing surface due to unique D-shaped rungs
Anti-slip standing surface, more standing comfort

Mounter combination ladder. The best ladder for professionals.

Perhaps the most famous ladder of the Netherlands. The Mounter is equally strong as stable. The light weight I-profile is
specifically designed for intensive use. Moreover, this combination ladder is also multifunctional. Use it as a extension ladder
along the wall or simply switch it to an A-position. Perfect for every job.

The unique D-shaped rung is firmly in place thanks to its special shape. Moreover, the deep standing surface gives you more
standing comfort and the stabiliser beam also provides additional stability. The ladder is easy to extend in and out through the
automatic locking swing hooks and the top rollers at the ends. The distinctive black coating is also another nice addition to dirt
repellent.

Light in weight, big in range

Thanks to the I-profiled stiles, this ladder is the lightest of its kind. It is precisely thanks to this profile
that you can easily slide the Mounter reform ladder in and out.

For every job a Mounter

The Mounter combination ladder is available in 2- and 3-part version, in various lengths up to 9.35
meters. You can easily slide the three-part reform ladder through the top rollers.

Safe at heights

If you choose for safety, then you choose for the Mounter combination ladder. The push-resistant
spreading lock prevents the three-part ladder from folding in while you're using it.

More possible extra length

Through the generous rung distance of 27 cm, the Mounter has an advantage over regular ladders.
You reach farther and stand higher. Exactly what you need.

Simple and compact

Thanks to the lightweight aluminium, the Mounter is easy to move. The shorter ladders are retracted
very compact and easy to transport.

Unique deep-D rungs

The ladder has a deep D-shaped rung, unique to Altrex. The large anti-slip standing surface gives
you more space and therefore more standing comfort.



Productspecificaties

Item
number

type number
rungs

price
ex

storage
length (m)

extended
length (m)

working height
freestanding (m)

weight
(kg)

spread
safety

top
rolls

floor
surface (m)

EAN

122408 ZR
2040

2 x 8 €
322,00

2,30 3,90 3,20 13,90 Strape No 1,24 x 1,05 8711563100787

122410 ZR
2050

2 x 10 €
366,00

2,80 5,00 3,75 16,20 Strape No 1,52 x 1,05 8711563100794

122412 ZR
2060

2 x 12 €
405,00

3,35 6,05 4,30 18,60 Strape No 1,80 x 1,05 8711563100800

122414 ZR
2070

2 x 14 €
468,00

3,85 6,90 4,75 21,00 Strape No 2,08 x 1,05 8711563100817

123608 ZR
3055

3 x 8 €
527,00

2,30 5,30 4,00 18,80 Push-
resistant

Yes 1,13 x 1,05 8711563100947

123610 ZR
3072

3 x 10 €
580,00

2,80 6,65 4,55 23,90 Push-
resistant

Yes 1,69 x 1,05 8711563100954

123612 ZR
3083

3 x 12 €
681,00

3,35 8,00 5,10 28,20 Push-
resistant

Yes 1,97 x 1,05 8711563100961

123614 ZR
3099

3 x 14 €
802,00

3,90 9,35 5,65 34,10 Push-
resistant

Yes 2,25 x 1,05 8711563100978
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